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What type of research do you know?





Types of research can be 
classified from three different 
perspectives (Kumar, 2011):

• Application of the findings of the 
research study

• Objectives of the study

• Mode of enquiry used in conducting 
the study



The classification of a study on the 
basis of these three perspectives is 
not mutually exclusive; that is, a 
research study classified from the 
viewpoint of application can be 
classified from the perspectives of 
objectives and enquiry mode.



How? Can you   give examples?



1. Types of research: 
Application perspective

Can you guess what is meant by 
this?



a. Pure research: This kind of research is 
academic in nature and is undertaken in 
order to gain knowledge about 
phenomena that may or may not have 
applications in the near future, and to 
develop new techniques and procedures 
that form the body of research 
methodology. 



b. Applied research: Most of the 
research in social sciences is 
applied. In other words, the 
research techniques, procedures 
and methods that form the body of 
research methodology are applied.





• 2. Types of research: Objectives 
perspective



• a. Descriptive: A research study 
classified as a descriptive study 
attempts to describe systematically 
a situation, problem, phenomenon, 
service or programme, or provide 
information about the living 
conditions of a community, or 
describe attitudes towards an issue.





What are the methods 
that can be used in the 

descriptive method?





• The methods that can be used in the 
descriptive research are:

• The case-study method: case study 
research involves an in-depth study of an 
individual or group of individuals;

• The survey method: in survey method 
research, participants answer questions 
administered through questionnaire or 
interviews. In order for the survey to be 
both valid and reliable, it is important that 
the questions are constructed properly;

• The observational method: it can be 
naturalistic observation or laboratory 
observation.



• b. Correlational research: The 
main emphasis in a correlational 
study is to discover or establish 
the existence of a relationship/ 
association/ interdependence 
between two or more variables or 
more aspects of a situation. 







Do you think that such a method 
is manipulated?



• In other words, it determines 
whether and to what degree a 
relationship exists between two or 
more variables (quantifiable but 
nothing is manipulated). The degree 
of the relationship is expressed as a 
coefficient of correlation. 



Can you give examples of correlational 
research?



For examples, what is the impact of 
an advertising campaign on the sale 
of a product? What is the 
relationship between technology and 
unemployment?







c.  Explanatory research: this kind 
of research attempts to clarify why 
and how there is a relationship 
between two aspects of a situation or 
phenomenon.



It tries, for example, to explain why 
stressful living results in heart 
attacks; or how home environment 
affects children’s level of academic 
achievement.



• This type of research can be 
conducted using:

• The Case study method

• The survey method 

• The observational method



d. Exploratory research: it is a study 
which is undertaken to explore an 
area where little is known or to 
investigate the possibilities of 
undertaking a particular research 
study. It is flexible and can answer 
what, who and why questions









When a study is carried out to 
determine its feasibility, it is also 
called a feasibility study or a pilot 
study. It is usually carried out when 
a researcher wants to explore an 
area about which s/he has little or no 
knowledge. A small scale study is 
undertaken to decide if it is worth 
carrying out a detailed study.



• This type of research can be 
conducted using:

• The observational method 

• The survey method

• The case study method



3. Types of research: Mode 
of enquiry perspective



From the point of view of the mode 
of enquiry perspective, there are two 
types of research:

• Quantitative research (structured 
research): The main objectives of 
this research is to quantify the 
variation and diversity in a 
phenomenon, situation or attitude.



a. Qualitative research 
(unstructured): A qualitative study 
describes the variation and 
diversity in a phenomenon, situation 
or attitude with a flexible approach 
so as to identify as much variation 
and diversity as possible.







Many scientist and researchers 
advocate a combined approach 
to social sciences.
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Can you summarize the course?



Homework

Write an essay in which you compare 
quantitative and qualitative 
approaches in terms of research 
methods and data gathering tools.


